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【Abstract】The current competition between great powers makes their close economic

interdependence unable to protect their political relations under certain circumstances

and may even make it become the“fuse”of conflicts between them．This paper aims

to explore the limits，space and effectiveness of the“stabilizing policy by economy’’

adopted by the rising powers when the rising powers and hegemonic powers are ente-

ring the stage of strategic competition，and then put forward an analytical framework

for the“economic bMlast stone”theory．It tries to examine the logic behind the be-

havior of countries through analyzing the cases of typical countries and summarize the

situations in which the“ballast stone”fails or even backfires when a rising power

faces relations with three types of countries：The first is the relationship between a ris-

ing power and the hegemonic power in the stage of strategic competition，the second is

the relationship between a rising power and a regional power when regional dominance

shifts or weakens，and the third is the relationship between a rising power and a

hegemon’S close supporter that is hiighly consistent with the values of the hegemonic

power．Between a rising country and a country that has only territorial disputes with

it．the effectiveness of the“economic ballast stone”is higher than in these three situ·

ations，and there is particular room for“stabilizing procedure through economy”or

even“promoting policy through

has much room to

ting policy through

economy”．For most countries in the wodd，China still

continue its strategic economic diplomacy，and the effect of“promo-

economy”is noticeable．By comparing the bilateral economic and

trade relations between Britain and Germany before and after the outbreak of the First

World War，as well as the different roles China currently plays in its relations with

the United States，India，Australia and most of its neighbering countries，it is possible

to test the limit and validity of the role of the‘‘stabilizing policy through economy”in
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the process of the rise of great powers．and provides a policy reference for China’S

economic diplomacy．

【Key Words】the rise of great powers，economic interdependence，economic ballast

stone，stabilizing policy through economy，promoting policy through economy

【Authors】Gao Cheng，Professor at the School at International Politics and Economics．

University of Chinese Academy of Social Sciences，and Senior Fellow at Latin Ameri—

can Institute，Chinese Academy of Social Sciences；Bu Yanjun，Ph．D．Candidate at

School of Politics and International Relations，Tongji University．

【Abstract】Since the independence of Central Asian countries．it is interesting to note

that a number of major powers have been involved in Central Asian affairs without

causing significant unrest in the region．Itis believed that this is related to the coexis—

tence of explicit cooperation and the interaction models of“silent coordination”among

great powers in Central Asia．Explicit cooperation mainly exists between actors such as

the EU and the United States，Russia and China，and‘‘silent coordination’’is gener-

ally reflected in the daily interactions of many great powers．So far，the significance of

“silent coordination”for stabilizing the situation in Central Asia has not received suffi。

cient attention．As a matter of fact．“silent coordination’’is a tacit“cooperation’’

formed by great powers following“hidden rules”in Central Asia through long—term ex—

ploration and interaction．The“silent coordination”carried out by extraterritorial pow-

ers in Central Asia is mainly reflected in four aspects，namely，abiding by the four

“hidden rules”：the unanimous recognition of the sovereignty of Central Asian coun—

tries，the tacit recognition of Russia’S special status in Central Asia，the respect for

the diversified and balanced foreign policy pursued by Central Asian countries，and

the promotion of peace and stability in Central Asia．The formation of the interaction

model of“silent coordination”is closely related to the multiple duality characteristics

of the geographical environment of Central Asia，the specific power structure and men—

tality structure formed by great powers in Central Asia，and the active cooperation of

great powers with the Central Asian countries in pursuing their foreign policy objec-

．16S．
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tives．Given the hi：gh stability of the above factors，the“silent coordination’’of great

powers in Central Asia will have its continuity．

【Key Words]five Central Asian countries，“new great game”，“silent coordination”，

“hidden rules”，re矛onal governance

【Author】Zeng

of Politics and

Xianghong，Professor at Institute for Central Asian Studies and School

International Relations，Lanzhou University．

【Abstract】After the Second World War，driven by three different types of great power

competition，the United States has undertook several rounds of state—building in the

economic sphere，thus taking great strides to evolve from a“night-watchman state’’to

a“developmental state”with American characteristics．The US—Soviet security competi-

tion led to the emergence of a security--oriented domestic coalition centered on the De·-

partment of Defense；the US—Japan economic competition gave rise to a development—

oriented domestic coalition centered on the Department of Commerce．Both domestic

coalitions sought to increase dominance over the US high—tech industries，but the pow—

er clash between them had given the US developmental state a decentralized and hid—

den character．It was not until the second decade of the 2 1 st century，when the US

came under dual competitive pressure from China on both the economic and security

fronts，that the security—oriented and the development—oriented coalitions came together

to promote the rise of a more visible and convergent developmental state in the US．In

contrast to the East Asian developmental states that aimed at economic catch-up，this

American developmental state aims to assert global hegemony and possesses strong state

capacity in economic diplomacy to intervene in the international market．The study also

shows that the US has constantly adapted its state—market relations in respond to exter-

nal competition pressures，and that the traditional definition of the US as a“free mar—

ket economy’’and a“weak state’’is only an academic“myth”that needs to be re—

examined．

【Key Words】great power competition，American state building，night—watchman state，

developmental state，political coalition
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【Author】Liu Luxin，Assistant Professor at School of International Studies，Renmin

University of China．

(101)

【Abstract】In recent years，with the prevalence of

politicization of the international economic agenda

global protectionism，the trend of

has intensified，and the operation

and development of international economic mechanisms are thus facing unprecedented

challenges．As the most important muhilateral trade governance mechanism in the world

today，the World Trade Organization(WTO)has played an irreplaceable and impor-

tant role in promoting global openness and cooperation，but now its function has been

seriously hampered．Although all members are committed to promoting the WTO mod—

ernization，there are unbridgeable differences in positions on specific issues，and the

reform of the WTO is in a difficult position to move forward．From the perspective of

international agenda—setting analysis，due to the embedding of political issues and spill-

over of economic issues，the selection and definition of issues in the reform of the

WTO are increasingly politicized．The embedding of political issues expands the politi—

cal function of WTO and makes WTO’S agenda touch on the political field that re—

quires more members’relationship．The spillover of economic issues leads to the rele—

vant issues out of the consideration of economic benefits，which makes it more difficult

to reach a consensus．In the context of growing competition and even confrontation be-

tween the major powers，the political nature of the WTO reform agenda has been in—

creasing，and the tendency to instrumentalize and weaponize the agenda setting has be—

come more pronounced，making it more difficult for members to reach a consensus on

reform．In this regard．it is necessary for members to promote the reform of theⅥ叩O

to eliminate the interference of various political factors，promote the depoliticization of

the agenda setting，and return the reform of the WTO to the position and function as

an international economic mechanism．

【Key Words】international agenda setting，politicization of economic agenda，the World

Trade Organization，reform dilemma

【Authors】Xu Xiujun，Professor at the School of International Politics and Economics，
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University of Chinese Academy of Social Sciences，and Senior Fellow at the Institute

of World Economics and Politics，Chinese Academy of Social Sciences；Lin Kaiwen，

Master's Student at the School of International Politics and Economics，University of

Chinese Academy of Social Sciences．

【Abstract】Signing international treaties is an important manifestation of inter—state coop—

eration，and with the cross·disciplinary development of various disciplines，the details

of treaty text design have gradually become a focal point of treaty binding research．

Based on the rational choice theory in the new institutionalism，a treaty binding force

evaluation system containing five dimensions of membership，scope，centralization，

control and flexibility is constructed by examining the treaty text，and the evaluation

system is verified by using the calculation methods of text analysis and entropy method

with the maritime cooperation treaties signed by China and ASEAN．It is calculated

that the control degree indicator of multilateral treaties and the flexibility degree indica-

tor of bilateral treaties within the sample have shown higher weights，which is consist—

ent with the hypothesis that there are binding differences between bilateral treaties and

multilateral treaties．In addition，the average of the binding force of multilateral treaties

in the sample tends to increase year by year and the difference tends to decrease year

by year，while the average of the binding force of bilateral treaties tends to decrease

year by year since 2000 and the difference of treaties tends to decrease year by year．

The construction of the international treaty binding force evaluation system is of certain

application value for the study of treaty design characteristics among different fields

and countries，as well as the examination of the binding force changes of the same

type of treaties signed by countries．

【Key Words】international treaties，binding force evaluation，international maritime CO．

operation，the Belt and Road Initiative，China—ASEAN relations

【Author】Zhao Xuefei，Ph．D．Candidate at the Research School for Southeast Asian

Studies，Xiamen University．
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